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Workhorse Solutions Built for Industry
Advance offers the largest selection of industrial solutions with the features, capabilities and size you need to accomplish your cleaning
goals. From high-capacity sweepers with dust control, to auto scrubbers that handle everything from tight spaces to wide expanses
on plant floors, to efficient combination sweeper-scrubbers that dry sweep and wet scrub in a single pass, and more.
• R emove waste, dirt, and dust from floor surfaces more
effectively,minimizing cleaning downtime
• Reduce contamination and process quality risks
• Improve safety of environment, reducing slip and fall danger

• Reduce maintenance costs, improve productivity
• Improve indoor air quality protecting building occupants, and
product integrity
• More green cleaning solutions to achieve sustainability goals

Clean more effectively while increasing efficiency
and sustainability.
Light Industrial Solutions

Heavy Industrial Solutions

Advance equipment and technologies offer efficient and proven

Rugged Advance equipment offers excellent cleaning performance

results for a wide variety of light industrial applications. You’ll

in manufacturing facilities that produce large quantities of waste,

benefit from a cleaner and more sustainable facility, and a healthier

spillage or debris. Our heavy-duty machines are designed to clean

working environment. Reducing dust and improving floor

these harsh environments effectively and efficiently.

cleanliness will also protect the integrity of your manufacturing or

• Ideal for machining centers, cement plants, recycling facilities

warehousing processes, while improving product quality and
customer satisfaction.

and heavy manufacturing applications
• A variety of engine and battery models are available for

• Superior solutions for warehousing, distribution, logistics and
light manufacturing environments
• Versatile machines for dust-free sweeping, scrubbing or sweeping

demanding environments
• Optional DustGuard™, a patented dust control system, suppresses
dust at the side brooms

and scrubbing in one machine
• Optional EcoFlex™ System allows water only scrubbing with
on-the-fly detergent use only when and where you need it
Independent sweeping and scrubbing functions in the
Advance CS7010 allow one pass sweeping and scrubbing
without mixing scrub solution with debris.

With its wide cleaning path, high capacity and available DustGuard™
dust control system, the Advance Proterra™ is the ideal industrial
sweeper, making quick work of the largest facilities.

PORTFOLIO OF OVER 125 CLEANING SOLUTIONS

« On the cover: The Advance CS7010,
the industry’s first Hybrid and ePower™
Drive Combination Sweeper–Scrubber,
slashes your total cost of ownership,
doubles productivity and cuts fuel costs
by up to 30%.
SWEEPERS

SWEEPER–SCRUBBERS

Sustainable Cleaning with ROI
Advance green cleaning innovations are engineered to deliver positive impact in environmental
sustainability, human-health and the bottom-line, while improving cleaning effectiveness:
• Variable control and chemical-free cleaning solutions that vastly reduce the use of water and detergents
• Onboard water recycling and reclamation systems that significantly reduce water use and waste
• Patented DustGuard™ technology provides up to 70% greater dust control productivity
• Quieter solutions that reduce noise and disruption, facilitating cleaning during operational hours
• Powerful electric-actuated solutions that eliminate many hydraulic systems and fluids
• Innovative power solutions including rechargeable battery, clean propane, high-efficiency diesel motors
and the world’s first hybrid powered machines that extend runtime and reduce fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions up to 30%
• Advance equipment meets LEED-EBOM cleaning requirements

The Advance Proterra™ rider sweeper
features an operator-visible, forward-facing
Clear-View™ hopper, allowing you to dump
debris easier and safer.

Sanitary Environment Solutions

Outdoor Cleaning Solutions

For critical sanitary environments, Advance cleaning equipment

Building managers place a premium on public safety, property

helps you efficiently maintain the highest possible levels of surface

maintenance and facility image. Ensuring these areas are cleaned

cleanliness. Our solutions will also help you achieve the required

effectively and efficiently is easily done with Advance equipment.

levels of air quality and minimize cross-contamination risks.

Proactive outdoor maintenance reduces transfer of soils indoors,

• Effective cleaning solutions for food and beverage, chemical

reducing overall costs while protecting facilities.

and pharmaceutical processing, medical manufacturing and
cleanroom environments

• Efficient solutions for parking ramps, airports, recreation centers,
amusement parks, and sports complexes

• More flexible, sustainable cleaning with optional EcoFlex

™

System; clean with water only or just the needed detergent

• M aximize productivity with wide sweep paths and low
maintenance designs that minimize downtime

• Reduce noise pollution with efficient battery-powered models

The rugged, low-maintenance Advance SC800™ scrubber delivers high
productivity for 84 minutes of continuous scrubbing per tankful, which
reduces dump/refill cycles and helps provide fast ROI.

SCRUBBERS

The Advance SW8000™ offers patented DustGuard™ technology and
an unsurpassed path width for indoor and outdoor power sweeping
effectiveness, delivering up to 70% more dust control.

Global reach.
With a local commitment.

Enhancing industrial productivity
for over 100 years.
Advance floor and surface cleaning
equipment protects the quality of products

Advance provides complete partnership management, offering the highest levels of service,

and processes, and improves working

logistics and comprehensive support at an international, national and local level. As one of

environments, in diverse industrial and

the largest manufacturers of cleaning solutions in the world, with a distribution presence

manufacturing applications worldwide.

in 70 countries, the Advance certified dealer network numbers over 600 locations in the

Inside or out, no matter the needs of your

U.S. alone, assuring personal service, expert advice, responsive assistance, and complete

facility, the Advance commitment to superior

support and parts availability, backed by one of the world’s leading and most enduring

value, reliability and efficiency is found in

professional floor care brands. For the best overall cleaning solutions for your industrial and

everything we make, and everything we do.

outdoor surface requirements, Advance is the supplier to partner with, and to stay with.

See more
Industrial cleaning
solutions online

Visit http://www.advance-us.com or contact your
Advance sales representative to learn more.
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